Inter-sonographer reproducibility of carotid ultrasound plaque detection using Mannheim consensus in subclinical atherosclerosis.
To determine the inter-sonographer reproducibility of carotid ultrasound plaque detection using Mannheim consensus in a subclinical population and evaluate associations related to the reproducibility. Bilateral ultrasound screening for carotid plaques defined by Mannheim consensus was performed on 106 subclinical participants. Two different sonographers scanned the same participant, and reproducibility of plaque detection was measured by Cohens kappa. Associations with reproducibility were evaluated by comparing wall, and plaque characteristics between subjects with plaques identified in one and both scans. In general, the inter-sonographer reproducibility of plaque detection was substantial with a kappa value of 0·70 (95% CI 0·60-0·80). Plaques detected in only one scan had significantly lower plaque area and plaque thickness (6·82 mm2 and 1·45 mm) as compared to plaques detected in both scans (11·65 mm2 and 1·96 mm, P<0·001). Minor carotid plaques contribute to decreased reproducibility as compared to large plaques when screening for subclinical atherosclerosis using Mannheim consensus. Using an alternative plaque definition based on plaque thickness >1.5 mm and plaque area >10 mm2 could increase the reproducibility of plaque detection in subclinical atherosclerosis.